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Dear Readers,
Cover Story takes you through the history and hidden facts behind the establishment of Karni Mata
Temple or the 'Temple of Rats' . It is a renowned one and situated at Deshnoke which is 30 km from
Rajasthan. People from far off places visit here to pay respect and get their desires fulfilled.
Mawlynnong also known as God's Own Garden had bagged the title of the cleanest village in Asia. The
village has achieved a 100 percent literacy rate and promotes women empowerment. In short it is a
magical place to live, learn and experience. Read City Chronicles to know more about it.
Seasonal Destination on Punjab or the Land of Five Waters features the top notch attraction in
northern India for holiday, leisure and recreation. It is an ideal destination for those fascinated by
culture, heritage and spirituality with one of the best rail and road connectivity in the country.
Indian beaches give a chance to explore the enthralling sea-world encapsulating its unique flora and
fauna. Special Feature on Underwater Tourism brings out the exciting places which adventure seekers
can head to.
India is a melting pot of customs, peoples, religions, languages and traditions so keep reading to know
what makes it an irreplaceable one.
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Seasonal Destination

he 'Land of Five Rivers', Punjab is blessed with one-of-a-kind natural beauty, diversity and rich culture.
Whether it's spirituality or commercialisation, Punjab has in store the best of both worlds. Whether
you are a hardcore traveller or more of an explorer, Punjab will quench your travel thirst like no other!
Punjab houses an enormous number of places which will look picture perfect on your itinerary. Take a walk
across the fertile farming lands to make the most of the charming rural goodness. Embrace the sweetness of
Sikh hospitality and let the vivacious culture take you over. Explore the land like a local and soak in the vibrant
vibes of the traditional folk activities as you gulp down endless glasses of authentic Punjabi Lassi. Let's get
hands on the tidbits of an exhilarating Punjab trip!

Explore
PUNJAB
A Potpourri of History, Culture & Cuisine!
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Recapitulation of tales from ancient Punjab : Punjab, the state sitting pretty on the Northern area of the
Indian subcontinent, used to be a large piece of land, which later got split between the countries of India and
Pakistan. Formerly known as the 'Land of Seven Rivers', the share of land held by India has only two rivers,
Sutlej and Beas flowing through the country. Ancient Punjab was the primary geographical boundary of the
Indus Valley Civilisation, which made its mark in the fields of advanced technologies and modern amenities.
The region initially housed a Hindu-Buddhist community, which was eventually replaced by the Sikh religion.

Step in Punjab With Convenient Access!
Punjab is conveniently connected to the key neighbouring states and countries through well developed air,
road and rail transportation system.
If you prefer to take up the journey by air, consider taking a flight to either Amritsar or Ludhiana airport. If you
are a road-trip loyalist, hit the smooth highways to reach this lovely state.
You can also opt for railway transportation, as there are a number of trains connecting Amritsar or Chandigarh
to different cities.

When to Visit Punjab?
Though the beauty of Punjab never really eclipses away, it especially remains in full bloom during the winter
and spring seasons. So, talking about the best time to visit Punjab, the time between the months of October to
March is highly recommended. During this period, the weather is pleasantly cool and the gradual drop in
mercury makes it even better. Brownie point is that you get a chance to get clicked in one of the many fully
flowered mustard fields to tickle your inner Bollywood bug!
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Top attractions to
imbibe the best essence of Punjab!
Punjab has its beauty scattered in each and every
corner. Don't forget to drench yourself in the essence
of patriotism as you visit Wagah Border. Take a holy
dip as the Golden Temple soothes your soul. Relive
the blood-boiling history etched over Jallianwala Bag.
Witness the rural Olympics at Kila Jaipur. Stop by to
watch the crimson sunset at Sukhna Lake. Unveil Nek
Chand's creativity at Rock Garden. Walk down the
memory lane at Virasat-e-Khalsa. Watch the jawdropping energy at Shaheedi Jor Mela at Fatehgarh
Sahib.

Punjabi cuisine
A must try for gastronomes!
Being a prosperous state in every aspect, food of Punjab bears
this evidence in every morsel! Punjabi food is rich in succulent
taste with dollops of desi ghee. While in Punjab, you must
taste its specialities like butter chicken, fluffy paranthas, dal
makhani, paneer tikka, sarson ka saag, makke ki roti and its
droolworthy sweets and desserts.
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ÜBaisakhi : It is a festival to celebrate the harvest of the first crop
of the year. The entire state rejoices the sweet fruits of the labour
over authentic Punjabi spread, dhol and folk music.
ÜLohri: In this festival, the Sun God is invoked through melodious
songs seekin
g warmth. Also, it implies remembrance of Dulla Bhatti who saved
Hindu girls Sundari and Mundri from being abducted by the
Mughals.
ÜBasant Panchmi : This seasonal fest celebrates the colours and
vibes of spring. Numerous vibrant kites adorn the skies and people
drape themselves in the colour of spring – yellow.
ÜTeeyan : In this monsoon festival, married women dance to the
tunes of soulful songs implying they won't hesitate to dedicate their
lives to their lovers. They pray for their spouses' well-being.
ÜHola Mohalla: Founded by Guru Govind Singh, this event
celebrates the chivalry reflected by Khalsa Panth chanting poetry
composed by the Sikh poets.

Festivals in Punjab –
An Unforgettable Experience!
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So, what are you waiting for? Get ready for some
phulkari, jutti shopping and hearty feasts of chholebhature and lassi with a chock-a-block Punjab trip
schedule! The fertile soil, lush green farms, plentiful
water and magnificent scenery all around will give you a
piece of heaven for sure. Most importantly, people of
Punjab, commonly known as Punjabis, are well-known
for their warmth, generosity and spontaneity. So, when
in Punjab, celebrate life as the Punjabis do and cherish
the effervescent hospitality!
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MAWLYNNONG
'God's own Garden' on Earth!

M

awlynnong, Asia's cleanest village and a popular
tourist attraction is known for its breathtaking
views and lush greenery. This small village boasts
of 90% literacy rate, mind-blowing sights, empowered women
10 TTW India

City Chronicles

and hospitable locals. Located 90 kms from Shillong,
Mawlynnong is situated along the India-Bangladesh border.
Your next travel plans should definitely include a trip to this
quaint north-east village in India.
11 TTW India

What makes

MAWLYNNONG
so special?

People engaged in leaning roads, collecting leaves and depositing daily garbage into respective trash cans or
bins are common sights in this pristine village. One can find garbage disposal bins made of bamboo
everywhere in Mawlynnong, emphasising the civic sense of these simple villagers. Besides, every house has
functional toilets. Plastic bags are banned here. Planting trees are a part and parcel of their lives. Smoking is
strictly prohibited in this region and the defaulters are penalised with no mercy.
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Top 5 places to check out
Living Root Bridge – A sight to behold!
The living root bridge in Mawlynnong is a UNESCO World Heritage
Site and a perfect instance of bio-engineering. The world has
recognised the uniqueness of this man-made structure. The pliable
roots of ficus elastic is taken across rivers and streams and tied at
the other end. All subsequent roots are tied to the original to
strengthen the structure, and then, they are allowed to grow. In
time, the roots get toughened and can take the weight of a human.
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Balancing Rock – A marvel of nature!
It is called the Maw Ryngkew Sharatia locally, it is one of the few
of its kind in India; another being at Mahabalipuram. For as long
as locals can remember, this gigantic rock, sitting on another tiny
rock, has not been moved by storms, earthquakes or strong
winds for ages. The locals say that this spot was used by ancients
for sacrifices to the deity. However, it was probably a holy place
for the Khasi tribes that later turned inessential after the
introduction of Christianity in Mawlynnong and Riwai.
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Niriang Falls at Riwai–A 'secret' waterfall!
Located mere 5 kms from the Living Root Bridge, Niriang Falls
offers spectacular view with thick forest all around. The water of
Wah Rymben River is crystal clear. The water falls from a height
of 400 m into a deep viridescent pool, making the view out of
this world! Reaching here is the catch. You have to take a steep
trek through a slippery path to reach the Niriang Falls. The trip is
tiring. However, the view makes up for all of that. During the
rainy season, the water reaches full volume, when it flows from
the adjoining areas into the river.
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Machaan – An Eco-Friendly House!
There are limited options for accommodation at Mawlynnong.
The most beautiful option among them is Machaan. This 'Tree
House' is based centrally and is eco-friendly. It's built atop
bamboo stilts and is off the ground. It looks like the traditional
Khasi Huts with a homely garden in front. Marigolds, orchids and
wildflowers adorn this garden. The house has a verandah, two
rooms with four beds in each, a dining room and a living room.
The main appeal is that everything of this tree house from top to
bottom is made of bamboo.
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The Skywalk –
A quick peep into the neighboring plains!
Ever wanted to look at an entire country at a glance? Well, here is
your chance to make the most of the incredible view of
Bangladesh and adjoining plain lands. Located before entering
Mawlynnong, Skywalk is a unique bamboo-made structure that
takes visitors to an observation deck after crossing several
difficult bylanes of Nohwet village. The structure includes an
eco-friendly ladder that goes all the way to the top of trees at
about 80 m off the ground. No metal has been used to hold this
structure together. On an average, it takes about 30 minutes to
climb to the top and the reward is indeed enriching!
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PLACES TO STAY
BEST TIME TO VISIT
The best time to visit
Mawlynnong is in during monsoon
from June to September. Summer is cool
and pleasant and the average temperature is
15 degrees Celsius. The Behdienkhlam festival
in July and the popular Nongkrem Dance
Festival and Wangala festival between
September and December is the right
time to choose this destination, if
getting soaked isn't an issue
for you.
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Mawlynnong, being a matriarchal
society, welcomes its guests with
warmth hospitability. There is no
need to stay at fancy hotels. You
can just choose homestays to
experience the warmth of the
locals.
Mawlynnong is one of the most
natural places on earth. Starting
from houses and roads to bridges
and boats, everything is organic.
Mawlynnong is undoubtedly the
cleanest village in the entire
continent of Asia making it the
villagers' pride and others' envy at
the same time!

India's freakiest attraction

Cover Story

Karni Mata Temple

A temple swarming with rats, unusual sounds and scary environment, the Karni Mata Temple, at Deshnok
which is 30 km south of Bikaner, Rajasthan in India, welcomes pilgrims regularly. The long-tailed rodents are
worshipped here and the temple is not for the faint-hearted!
As per the myth, the Goddess Karni Mata lived 150 years but was always beautiful and young. She was part of
the Charin clan during her lifetime and after her death she turned into a rat. It is believed by the followers of
Charin that once they die they will also be reincarnated as a rat and likewise when a rat dies it will be
reincarnated as a human being. The cycle will go on like this. The Charin people believe that the rats of the
Karni Mata Temple are their ancestors so the holy rodents are respected by their followers.
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As per the myth, she lived during the 14th century and performed several miracles during her lifetime. It once
happened that her youngest son, Lakhan drowned and she ordered Lord Yama (the God of Death) to bring him
back to life.
In spite of Yama's failure in doing so, Karni Mata, being an incarnation of Durga, was able to restore Lakhan's
life. She further pronounced that members of her family would no longer die but would be reincarnated as
kabas (rats). So far 600 families in Deshnok are known to have claimed themselves as the descendents of Karni
Mata and as per myth they will be reincarnated as kabas.
In every nook and crannies, one can find rats here. If a kaba runs across your feet it is considered highly
auspicious. It is surprising that the temple is overrun with more than 20,000 rats but it does not bite the
devotees who feed, worship and protect them. The food eaten by the rat is considered to be holy and is served
as 'prasad'.
The most amazing thing about the temple is that even during the worst of the plague, the town of Deshnok was
not affected. The rats never leave the temple, even though they are free to do so. The devotees visit the temple
to heal their ailments apart from worshipping.
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Maharaja Ganja Singh of Bikaner built the
temple in 20th century in Mughal style.
Twice a year the Karni Mata Fair is held, first
in the month of March or April during the
Navratri and the second one in the month of
September or October.
It is also believed that Karni Mata laid the
foundation stones of two of the most famous
forts in Rajputana. Several temples dedicated
to her can be found all across the country.
The temple has fantastic marble façade and
marble carvings; there are pairs of silver
doors inside the temple complex before the
main shrine of the goddess. Various legends
of the goddess can be spotted on the more
silver doors with panels across the doorway.
Maharaja Gaj Singh had donated the solid
silver doors during his visit to the temple. In
1999, the temple was beautified by
Kundanlal Verma of the Hyderabad-based
Karni Jewellers. He donated the marble
carvings and the silver gates to the temple.
From Bikaner and Jodhpur one can opt for
regular buses as the temple is located on
NH89 just 30 kilometres to the south of
Bikaner. Taxis can be easily hired from
anywhere in Rajasthan.
Next time you come to Rajasthan, just don't
think of the sand dunes, camels and the rich
cultural heritage. Do visit the temple for a
unique experience!
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Special Feature

India's

Underwater Tourism
Is Taking Its Dream Leap

Are You Ready

to Be Onboard?
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How many times have your inner spirit
cried for a deep dive, and you have to
put it to rest but now get ready to be
surprised! You don't have to keep off
your dream vacation anymore, as
Indian underwater tourism is unfurling
its wings.

Let's Take A Virtual Tour Straight Out Of Your Wish List!

Puducherry Home to India's First Underwater Museum!
You heard it right! Off the Puducherry coast, there's an upcoming tourist magnet – an
underwater museum.
A minesweeper, INS Cuddalore, decommissioned back in March after travelling 30,000 nautical
miles in 30 years, is going to be revamped as the underwater museum.
The vessel will be deployed in the seabed at a depth of 26 metres. Can you picture yourself scuba diving and
snorkelling through the ocean blue within the 60-metre long and 12-metre wide vessel already?
Guided by the divers, explore the nooks and corners through the trails and routes in and around the ship and
expect to wallow in the underwater experience of a lifetime! If you are more of an aesthete, consider taking a
boat ride to soak in every bit of the aquatic beauty as the shades of rainbow pass by in a jiffy.
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Maharashtra

Gets Hands on a Marine Makeover –
Ujjani Dam Awaits Your Dive!

Maharashtra Government has taken a step forward to level up underwater tourism near the Ujjani Dam to draw
attention of the tourists. The submerged regions would soon undergo a massive makeover and herald a new
horizon for tourism.
Built in the late 60s, Ujjani Dam is one of the biggest reservoirs of the state. The submerged villages in this area
also comprise a prized temple from decades ago, and these are all set to be turned into a breathtaking spot for
underwater tourism.
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Craving for a
Scuba Dive or

a Sea-Walk ?
GET READY TO BE
SPOILT FOR CHOICES!

There's no better activity than scuba
diving and sea-walking, as you get to enjoy
an exotic underwater experience of a
lifetime! Both these activities blend
together the best of adventure and the
essence of aquatic beauty. In India, the
land of high extremes, the number of sites
for scuba diving and sea-walking are many.
You can dive and explore the underwater
world of the Andaman & Nicobar Islands at
Havelock Island, Neil Island, North Point,
Port Blair or Corruption Rocks, or take a
break from your much-awaited Goa trip to
scuba dive at the Grand Island with a
school of fishes accompanying you!
What's even great is, even non swimmers
can take pleasure in such diving, seawalking and snorkelling adventures.
Apart from these, Netrani Island in
Karnataka, Kovalam in Kerala, Bangaram in
Lakshadweep and numerous sites
scattered across Puducherry including The
Hole and 4 Corners make room for
excellent scuba dive and sea walk.
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What's an Underwater Trip without an Underwater Festival?
India has witnessed a steep hike in the popularity of underwater sports over the last few years and to fuel that
further, Pune unveiled the first ever underwater festival of India last year! In this festival curated by Finkick
Adventures, you get to know every possible sport that an underwater fanatic can dream of! Pune houses this
festival packed with everything starting from exciting events, smart sports like water hockey, dive games to
engaging workshops and even a photography exhibition – all below the surface that meets the eyes!
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Break your sweat for good

these underwater sports take Indian

underwater tourism to a whole

new level altogether!

Andaman and Nicobar Islands
Goa
Goa presents an amalgamation of charming beauty,
nostalgia of shipwrecks and colourful fishes, under the
waters. A dive into the exotic flora and fauna makes sure
you have a wonderful experience.
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Underwater sports in the azure waters of
Andaman and Nicobar Islands bestow you with a
taste of heaven amidst the widespread world of
coral reefs, wreckage of sea vessels and
magnificent rock formations.

Karnataka

Lakshadweep

Blessed by nature's bounty, enchanting valleys,
lush greenery and fresh backwaters, Karnataka
welcomes you with arms wide open. With striking
diversity of marine life, Karnataka stands as one of
the finest destinations for underwater tourism.

S u r ro u n d e d b y c r ysta l c l e a r wate r,
Lakshadweep hosts the prettiest coral reefs
unspoiled by human interference, along with
an exotic species of marine life. Can you
already feel the calmness of the blues?

So, to bring it all to a close, underwater tourism in India holds tremendous potential in the coming days, if
explored and developed in a proper way. The marine leisure sector is among the fastest growing segments of
the Indian travel industry, and growth of cruise ship industry, seaside resorts, marine parks as well as scuba
diving and aquariums have augmented underwater tourism to a great extent, as stressed by the former Union
Minister of State for Culture and Tourism, Mr. K.J. Alphons. The aim of the Indian government is to strengthen
and propel underwater and aquatic tourism of India to global standards!
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Travel News
Tourism Australia named as most engaged
tourist board in US & Canada
Tourism Australia has been recognised as the Most
Engaged Tourist Board in the US and Canada by
Virtuoso. The honour was awarded at Virtuoso
Travel Week in Las Vegas with an attendance of
more than 6,000 people. During the week, Tourism
Australia conducted 224 meetings and 96 training
sessions, resulting in over 1,000 advisors educated
in Australian tourism experiences, including
culinary, adventure, and Signature Experiences of
Australia.

Thailand hopes to receive 40 million visitors
this year
Thailand hopes to receive 40 million visitors this
year. Most of the travellers to Thailand are from
China and other countries in the region, but
millions also come from Europe and the U.S. and
currency conversion rates impact decisions when
budgeting for trips. Thailand also proposed a $10
billion economic stimulus package that included
spending money to boost domestic tourism and
visa-free proposals for Chinese as well as Indian
travellers, whom travel operators are hoping to
court. This measure will make it an easier decision
for tourists in those two main markets, said
Chattan Kunjara Na Ayudhya, the deputy governor
of international marketing for the tourism
authority.
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Australian state Victoria gets $54.5 million
funding to improve livability

Philippines saw 4,133,050 international
tourists during the first half of 2019

The Andrews Labor Government is investing in
great community facilities across Victoria including
libraries, local parks, playground, community
centres and sporting facilities. The latest rounds of
the Growing Suburbs Fund and the Living Libraries
Infrastructure Program are now open – delivering
$54.5 million in funding to ensure residents have
access to better facilities. It will boost tourism and
and livability as well. This funding will help bring
forward the delivery of new facilities or necessary
upgrades to improve livability and access to vital
services in the outer suburbs. The Government is
also supporting councils to build, redevelop or
refurbish libraries as part of the $4.5 million Living
Libraries Infrastructure Program.

Philippines saw a 11.43 percent increase in
international visitors during the first half of 2019
having a total of 4,133,050 international tourists. It
is according to Department of Tourism (DOT), the
country had already already breached the 4 million
mark within the first 6 months of the year. The
Philippine tourism industry has indeed come a long
way with better and increased connectivity. New,
rehabilitated and expanded airports have
contributed much to this growth.
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Hotel prices in Europe drop in August 2019,
Madrid sees steepest fall
The hotel prices in August 2019, across most of the
European capitals decreased as per trivago Hotel
Price Index (tHPI). Madrid recorded the highest
drop of 12 per cent in comparison to the last
month. Istanbul registered the sharpest increase of
8 per cent in hotel prices for the month of August
among the cities listed on the index. Madrid sees
the sharpest drop in hotel prices this month on the
tHPI, with its average rate for standard double
room being 79 euros per night, a decrease of 12
per cent from July. Paris follows with a 10 per cent
decrease compared to July, with its average hotel
price now at 124 euros per night.

Show Highlight

When:
15 October, 2019
Where:
Marina Bay Sands,
Singapore

HOTEL REVENUE & DISTRIBUTION SUMMIT (HRDS) 2019
The Hotel Revenue & Distribution Summit (HRDS) 2019 will take place on Tuesday, 15
October 2019.
So don't miss this unique chance to meet and network with 200+ hoteliers and learn from
inspiring case studies and top-notch panel discussions.
WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT AT THE CONFERENCE
Hear from top brands and thought-leaders such as AccorHotels, Google, Preferred Hotels & Resorts,
Simon-Kucher& Partners, STR, Traveloka, TripAdvisor etc. on how they share key solutions and
innovations for hotel revenue management and distribution in Asia.
Network with like-minded industry peers from Far East
Hospitality, InterContinental Singapore, Marriott
International, Meliá Hotels International, Pan Pacific
Hotels Group, Radisson Hotel Group, Worldwide
Hotel and many more!
Join your industry peers and get your tickets
today!
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When:
17 - 19 Sep 2019
Where:
Dubai World
Trade Centre

THE HOTEL SHOW
30 years ago, the GCC's world-class hotel sector and its unparalleled housekeeping
standards as we know it today were nascent. “Communication channels in housekeeping
were tedious, training was not given much importance, and staff were not able to communicate
well with guests especially international guests”, reflects Nizar Ahamed Muthukuni, Assistant
Executive Housekeeper at Le Royal Meridien who started his housekeeping career in the Middle
East in 1984.
The 55-year-old housekeeping veteran emphasises that events like Middle East Housekeepers League
of Champions, set to roll out its third edition during The Hotel Show taking place from 17th to 19th
September at Dubai World Trade Centre, is a “morale booster” for housekeeping professionals in the
UAE.The competitionsponsored by Restonic is also supported by Diversey and Ideal Standard.
“Housekeeping as a profession has grown in terms of technology, training, career growth, and
recognition. Today, there are seminars, workshops, awards, competitions available for the housekeeping
sector which never happened before”. He added that the League does not only motivate housekeepers
but also helps spread a good word about the housekeeping fraternity in the UAE.
Flora Creek Deluxe Hotel Apartment bagged the 'Best Housekeeping Team' title last year and will be
defending their title this year, giving tough competition to over 50 hotels from across the UAE that
have registered for the most widely attended edition of the competitionyet.
The competition, which will be one of the highlights at The Hotel Show taking place as a part of the
inaugural Middle East Design and Hospitality Week, will see participating teams be judged on
skill, speed, spirit, and teamwork while resetting a thoroughly trashed room.
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Pamini Hemaprabha, Complex Executive Housekeeper at Mina Seyahi Complex and one
of the judges of the competition says, “The Middle East Housekeepers League of
Champions is a rewarding and motivating event for housekeeping staff,

or should I say housekeeping heroes in the UAE. It gives them a
platform to excel in terms of professionalism, creativity and in cultivating
winning spirit amongst healthy competition”.
Lea Ruhimbaccus, Executive Housekeeper at Fairmont Dubai and a judge of the competition
says, “Participating in the Housekeeping Challenge boosts the entire housekeeping team's
morale; the challenge will help housekeepers to step out of their comfort zone and to further
develop a strong rapport with their peers across various properties. It's a fantastic opportunity for
housekeeping professionals to showcase their talent and expertise to a broader audience”.
Teams signed up to battle it out in the action-packed 3rd edition of the competition include Address
Dubai Mall, Atlantis The Palm, The Fairmont Dubai (2017's champions), Kempinski Hotel Mall of the
Emirates, Le Méridien Mina Seyahi Beach Resort & Marina, Marriott Hotel Al Forsan, Marriott Hotel Al
Forsan, Rose Rayhaan by Rotana, Rove Downtown, Shangri-La Hotel, Dubai, Swissôtel Al Ghurair.
Yousif Kooheji, General Manager of Middle East Housekeepers League of Champions' headline sponsor
Restonic said, “Our decision to participate in the Hotel Show and to sponsor the Housekeepers League of
Champions may be the ideal opportunity to test our theory. Having a face to face with customers and
collectively experiencing the lively demonstrations, which includes the Restonic products, can be
beneficial to all concerned.
Unlike the previous shows, this years' event is a complete departure with some great new ideas.
Hopefully the new format will cause a buzz and give us a greater feeling of involvement and hopefully
elevate the Restonic brand even more”
Nathan Waugh, Portfolio Director - Hospitality Division says, “Middle East Housekeepers League of
Champions sponsored by Restonic has quickly become one of the mainhighlights at the Hotel
Show, and for the hospitality industry in the UAE.
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A true testament to the competition's success
has to be that many housekeepers across hotels in the UAE
now plan their vacation around the competition so that they can
participate in it. We are delighted to have received the highest number of
registrations for the competitionthis year. I would like to thank the housekeeping
fraternity in the UAE for turning Housekeepers League of Champions into an annual
celebration of talent and expertise. A special thank you should also go to the UAE Professional
Housekeepers Group; whose consistent
support is critical to the competition”.
Register for free today to attend
The Hotel Show along with the
Leisure Show, INDEX, INDEX
Home, Workspace, FIM, and
Surface Design Middle East
comprising Middle East
Design and Hospitality
Week 2019.
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When:
16-18 October 2019
Where:
Sands Expo and
Convention Centre,
Singapore

ITB ASIA 2019

ITB Asia is an annually B2B trade show and convention for the travel industry. It is the
premier meeting place for the travel trade industry and a forum for establishing high-quality
customer contacts and conducting businesses.
This is where international exhibitors of all sectors within the travel-value chain commerce, and
Asia Pacific's leading travel companies and emerging small and medium-sized enterprises meet with
top international buyers from the MICE, Leisure, and Corporate Travel
markets.
As Asia continues to be a major growth region for the
travel and tourism industry worldwide, Asian
outbound trips are expected to increase by 6% in
2019.
With Business, Networking and Content as
key, the stage at #ITBAsia2019 is set for
you to take advantage of the endless
opportunities in the Asia travel market.
Join the three day B2B trade show and
convention to meet with top
international buyers from MICE,
Leisure and Corporate Travel.
*Trade Visitor passes are valid
for both ITB Asia and MICE
Show Asia
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